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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
August Aichhorn in his book ’’V/ayivard Youth’*, con-
tinually points out that delinquency may merely be a sym-
tom of more basic underlying disturbances on the part of
the child. Doctors Healy and Bronner defined delinquency
as ”anti-social behavior through which the child seeks
expression where ordinary forms of expression have either
been barred or proven unsatisfactory”.^
Psychiatric literature gives us much pertinent material
on the psychological implications of delinquency. However,
on the other hand, we must not ignore the sociological and
situational aspects (especially when considering boys v/ith
low intelligence quotients). Dr. George E. Gardner, while
examining physician at the Citizenship Training Department
and later psychiatrist to the Boston Juvenile Court stated:
It would seem, however, that we have pro-
gressed to the point where we can safely
ask ourselves one question in relation to
the individual delinquent before us that
may aid us in formulating the mode of treat-
ment and follow up most beneficial to him
and society : --Does the boy’s tendency to
anti-social acts have its basis in a serious
personality disorder that calls for searching
psychiatric study? If this question is ans-
wered affirmatively, the delinquent should be
1. Justine Wise Polier, Everyone’s Children. Nobody’s
Child. P. 90.
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-n('0 j ' ilcti/oT f^T-CViTYiii ” ilcocf 8i.: n'loililoiA ^’CiJguA
B ed xXo'ibll xor:i ’ioneupnllSv^ d-jBncf :tuo adnicq
lo dzBq exi^t-HG asonecfin^ell) jani-^tiisibniJ oiGso' enoin lo aio^
YGnejjpnils&^Ajni/lei) 'isnuc-ii'I bus eioctooC .' lijio 9X1^
ai-iose 5IIao 8ii.t c.?-.Sv^ 'xc ivG-iieo' I 83
•LifLidle svBii noiaeeiqxs lo eriiiol x'^.ixittio siarlw noi&Boiqxe
^
. navcaq lo fjei-iacT nestf
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^'T9vav/o-: . vonoijpr.l.rf>i) lo axioiJeoiXgmi iBOii^o/GXlo'^aa add" xio
bLB Ifioisoloiooa sxl.'^ 9‘tor.rii Xeun ev ^b[lSli i9dd-o sdX iio
slixiv/ , ‘lenb-iaO aptoe^ ' .*' . ' Gcffte iXox/p 9or*:9s;iIIeXnx wol
dnanctisgsG sxiinlsi'.’ qi;j[lGiX6::x;J‘i:0 ©xlX nGlolsYXiq ^xijni;rj3xe
:E)9XGd8 X-t:toO efinsvi/Ti nod’aoff axlX oX tpliXsixloYB-r goXal bas
-O'lq ew3Li ©v' dHdX ,'ievowor' ^ooee dJucw &1
ni’O S'o dntoq ^.ilX oX beeE©*!^
oX firlXsIog xii nc xJ-:.ex;p eno aevleaujc :Iaa
djBiiX 3JJ oiOiSd Xn9unnil9i> I ax/iriv xXnl eilo
-XfisiX *10 0f>o/a 9-''iX p^nXXxiJiJATix;! al aif f)i:a vbj:
rxxu o& laioxlaxiaX j80;i qsj v/oXI.'l I)n£ Xneci
oX ^OfiiV.^geX c ' xocf aooC~- : x^elooe bna
sxJGxiee fi XIX slead edi ©vexf e.toG laxooG-xXns
SXii:io*i39E 1C 'I sllfic XBdX lohxosxh yXxXer.os'isr
-S-.C 8i acldaeuf sixU^ ‘il o l -idalnQXQq
ed £;IiJGile dnexjpniXsX end ^^^avxdsiuix'l'is Xeiaw
s
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transferred to a psychiatric clinic for
treatment and the psychiatrist and juvenile
court should agree as to the length of his
probationary period. Yet as one observes
the cases that pass through the juvenile
court over a period of years, one is con-
vinced even though a psychiatrist one^s
self, that the great majority of these boys
are not cases for long intensive individua-
lized p*sychiatric therapy, but rather that
they are problems of a sociological and edu-
cational nature
—
problems involving an ap-
palling lack of knowledge on their part,
about group living, group responsibility,
group demands .
^
Edwin Cooley in his case illustrations points out that
the mentally retarded boy is ’’constitutionally suggestible”.
If the good influences in the environment come to bear on
this type of boy, he is as likely to follow the socially ac-
ceptable paths of his associates as he would be to follow
the anti-social practices of associates if they happen to
present themselves in his particular environmental situa-
tion.
It was the writers intention to study the sub-average
or mentally retarded delinquent boy. In the Boston school
system, boys with intelligence quotients below eighty who
are unable to adjust to the regular class in the elementary
schools are placed in what is termed the ’’special class”.
2. George E. Gardner and Kenneth I. //allon, A Groun
Clinic Annroach to Delinquency
.
P. 2.
3. Edwin Cooley, Probation and Delinquency , P. 224.
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In some sections of the city there are schools established
specifically as special class centers. It is recognized
that there are children in the dull categories of intelli-
gence who are able to get by in the regular class of the
elementary schools without unusual difficulty. It is felt,
therefore, that these boys cannot be considered as indivi-
dual a problem as those in the special classes, where the
boy is somewhat segregated from the general school group.
Often, too, the boy who presents a disciplinary problem is
placed in the special class.
Piirpose of the Study
A study of thirty-seven mentally retarded delinquent
boys in the special classes referred by the Juvenile Court
to attend the Citizenship Training Department was under-
taken to determine the following:
1. 7ftiat common factors, if any, do we find in the
backgrounds of these boys?
2. Vdiat is the boys’ general social maturity as de-
termined by their ability to live in a group?
3. V/hat adjustment have these boys been able to make
under the Citizenship Training Department’s Program?
4. Has the Citizenship Training Department proven of
benefit to these boys?
It seemed the program of the Citizenship Training
Group was originally planned for the boy of average intelli-
'elGo ;-.Joo:ioe eiB exi^f lo anc-ixo •F 3 9niOG nl
•"ifOGI 7 1 ii ." i'ico GaBio Ini.oecra on y^ Iz.ol iioerro
ni ‘I:- 3e :'’:one:.'‘i:.o r
'
-./) sci .ni ne'riliko snf’ £V‘ .' n’
9j 1+ sec/'o 'Tixfifnei 6ii>? P.x ’'^Ci ^'vr] o& ‘i “i. u>;v. sonor*
ei, J’-'- .V j.:. 1 0. if) sicopoc v'rj; tr.f<.::oi 9
-l ii ii ieiujo 93' ^onn^o B\cd eseiit ^tjnJ
,
G'io'l9’isn +
erut oTsnv- ji^eaaslo Isioeqa enJ ni esoiiiJ' g.-:? rieldo'iq £; I.^ut
.qu'o*x^> lociXfoB exit -iic-rl ri-s,-* .oe-i-^sr ‘jur-s el
£i i.L9f :fo3:fr ^ a.tuc.-G-ro- oxlw \o(i 0>iJ‘
,
lecf^O
• aaiiio lei 0 6(78 eili ni heotilq
\bLs&<- ejli lo eor.cTfj^
dri6JLri':ii-[9i> n0V9c-'\rij'iiii^ lo A
t3i:.'CC eiiuevuTj erid- ycf i)0‘ii6'jo‘X eeeaslr iBloera 91;+ ni CY^^cf
-^ebrnj ae'.v ine^Lj-xfirsCT xininie'! qirtsnosicfiO opJ- i-ned‘ci‘*5 r,.t
:'^.ni>//oIioT 9il.t cnli.ieifojb o&
9ifi ni oxiii 9v of) tEnoio.el nojiuiioo ^-.iiV
vsvc.’d’ eaeiii lo e5^^JOT’^:iosc^
~9f) 3S i-ico3 1b-z: nav, 's^ocf siid- ei ieifr.' .1
Tqno-i.Y Jt"i ©vii od- Ycfiiicfs 3:i9nd- benii..'ic*&
oilBiP. o:t slc^a neocf axod vBeii& 8V9f( :tn 9i;crs;7 f,i:B in.i. . .
2 ’ irrerrLiienoG ?\nj ni." -xT qiar;i93ii fC pni nef'.nr
Ic nevoTq J-nerkt'i.cnsU -julnlB'di qil'Eriesi.-^iO ejiJ- ar
?8Yocf 98 8iut oJ" wilsnecf
39-inisTT qinexiesid'iG eriJ' 1c inB'i'^Oiq sriif fjotuses
illeiai 9^e*ievB Ic Y^cf onJ- -lol beimzl.q vllani i'lo eev/ quo'irj
gence. At present there seems to be an increasing number
of retarded boys being referred to the Citizenship Training
Group for training, and there has been speculation as to
whether the Citizenship Training Groups* program is geared
to fit the capacities of these boys. It is hoped that this
study will bear some reflection on this point. The majority
of the boys studied are in the intelligence quotient range
between seventy and seventy-five.
Source of Data and Method of Procedure
This study covers the first five years of the Citizen-
ship Training Department’s existence, from 1936 to 1941.
Examination of the agency’s files revealed that out of five
hundred and eleven cases referred by the Court during the
five-year period studied, thirty-seven were in special
classes. The ^special class* category was used as a means
of obtaining a sample.
It may seem significant that out of five hundred and
eleven cases covering a five-year period, only thirty-seven
cases were boys in special classes in the elementary
schools. Hov;ever, there is a possibility that many special
class boys were not referred to the Citizenship Training
Group by Judge Perkins who presided over the Juvenile Court
at that time.
The case study method was employed in this study. The
writer examined the material in these thirty-seven case
ledi'iun .s^lejeieion/ ns ec' eneee ensiiit d'naeeiq .eoneg
^nliiXBTT qxflenesxCf-fO eii? oJ- bs'iielei ^rixsd e\:od JbeBisdsn lo
od sc noi•^>^?Ix;r.©q8 nsec' sad ©'ledd nns 10^ quoiO
£?9t:B9S ai iiiif'i"ci«:T ’sqi/oiO -^n.LniB'iT qlrienesxJlO srit Teddsriw
3x/id dcilJ- ftaqcil si dl .SYOcf eesxld lo ssldlocnfio er.l dll o&
’^dlic’[,Bn 8 i1T .dnxo'^ sirid no ncidoelle*! enioe *iB8cT II xw ^jbndE
e'qnc ‘1 tnsldox/p sone^slllodnx sxid nl stc fcsxBnds sycd arid lo
’
. ovll-'^idnevoa 5cb ^^nevos neswdsd
Bijjfcoooi^ lo £)0£lde:vf 6ne sdsC lo eoixfoS
-nssldxO s/Id lo b’ibox ovxl dfiiil eild eievoo xJ^nde eixlT
.I^GI od aSGI moil jSonodeixe s’dnsf.idiBqsC ^nlnlS'iT qlile
evil lo djjo dcrid bslsevei eel 11 e’*y;on©5B odd lo ncldBnlxiBxIi
9fid gnx'xuD dn^oO erld v,cf ibsiiole'i eseso novel e £>nB fceibnnd
Ifiloeqe nl eiew nevee-vq-xijrfj- ^ijelf^ude jboxisq -iseY-^vll
ensen 2 ss Sean p.bw T^ioBediio *’esBld Isloeqa* silT .sseaslo
.eXqniBE B 3nlnlBdcfo lo
IriB I) 9‘iXiflXixi evil lo dno dsdd dnsolllnsls laeee \;sni dl
nev8o-\;dnl;ld ^'^Ino ,l>oxieq ib8'.,-qvx1 b gnlievoo sssco nevela
'^'tcdnepiSlo ©fid nl essRcIo leloeqe nl evocf e*iew sdsbo
.
Islosrs vfLBxn dsiid Y*-'*’lll^lasoq b el eierid ,nevewoH .elooxfoe
^nlniExT qlx-fenssldlO edd od fjemelen don eier e^od rsbIc
dniJoO eJlnevnT. sxld nevo oeblsenq orfw 8nl;jl*i&l qnoi’j
.said dsidd ds
erix .Ybnda aliid nl beYc>Iqifi9 acv/ boddain: "^nde oeso eiTT
93B0 nsvac-Ydnlxld ©aedd nl Isl'i'SdBiTi ©dd bea.lr.iBXQ lodiTW
records, collecting pertinent data from each record. Statis-
tics were compiled from the data. (For a copy of the sche-
dule used see Appendix A).
Conclusions were drawn on the basis of the material
studied. In order to bring forth more complete meaning to
the study the writer in some instances compared the obser-
vations made with those of authoritative studies.
Limitations
The writer feels that the main limitation encountered
in a study of this kind is in the completeness of the re-
cords and the unavoidable element of subjectivity of case
material—the question of subjectivity arose particularly
in reference to the boy’s 'social adjustment. However, the
aspect of social adjustment was recorded in the records
throughout the five-year period studied, by the same set of
workers (all summarized by the director). Therefore it
would seem at least that opinions and observations indicated
in the records have comparative validity, in that impressions
recorded in all the cases are those of the same group of
staff members.
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CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHY AND DEVELOHIENT OF THE 3WENILE COURT
One of the greatest social revolutions and progressive
advances in humanitarianism was the establishment of a sepa-
rate court for minor offenders of the law. In 1899, the
first juvenile court was established in Chicago, Illinois.^
This new ^childrens* court” was founded on the principle that
the child offender was not to be viewed as a criminal, but
rather as a ward of the state, entitled to receive the care
and custody, discipline and training which should have been
given by his parents. This was a concept which previously ap-
o
plied in law only to dependent and neglected children. In a
sense, then, the proceedings of the court became equitable in
nature rather than criminal, for the criminal law is strictly
construed.
The next pioneer in the field of juvenile court history
was the state of Colorado, with the establishment of the Denver
Juvenile Court in 1901 under Judge Benjamin B. Lindsey. In
fact, just prior to the enactment of the juvenile court law
in Illinois, Colorado had passed a "school law”, providing for
1. Harry Elmer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, New Horizons
in Criminology . P. 92S*
2. Gilbert Gosulich, Juvenile Court Laws of the United
States. P. 7
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7separate treatment for chronic school truants to include:
Children between the ages of eight and four-
teen years, and every child between the ages
of fourteen and sixteen years who cannot read
or write the English language or not engaged
in some regular employment.^
Judge Lindsey was known to be one of the outstanding
progressive and liberal men in judicial circles. In 1925
he wrote:
In this court of human adjustment these vir-
tues, Faith, Hope and Love are the only possi-
ble tools. We use them without sentimentality;
we are entirely free from the mist of maudlin
tears, with which ill-informed persons connect
these stern yet delicate instruraents of regene-
ration. vVe use them because they are sound
means of producing given psychological effects.
V/e use them because they work
It goes without saying that it is more diffi-
cult to appeal to human beings by the methods
used in the juvenile court than it is to hit
them with a club or put them in jail. But if
results be the important thing, then the gent-
lier method, however difficult, and whatever
skill it takes, does restore offenders per-
manently to society, while the method of force
and violence permanently alienates them from
it. Ninety percent of my boys and girls be-
come good citizens in spite of their bad start.
Ninety percent of those treated by the other
method, the punishment method, become crimi-
nals for life. Society tells them they are
criminals and treat them as such and they ac-
cept the suggestion. This is a matter of record.^
Probably no two juvenile courts are exactly alike and
there are exceptions to the general rules. However the fol-
lowing applies to juvenile court procedure in the majority of
states.
3. Laws of Colorado, 1899. Chapter 136.
4. Benjamin J. Lindsey, Revolt of Modern Youth . P. 351.!
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Proceedings of the Juvenile Court
!• Initiation of Proceedings: Proceedings are initiated
by petition. When the petition has been filed, the child or
his guardian is notified by summons rather than by warrant of
arrest.
2. Physical and Mental Examinations: In Llassachusetts
physical and mental examinations are obligatory only for de-
linquent children to be committed to the state. Otherwise the
examinations are up to the discretion of the judge.
3. Privacy of Hearings: This is construed to mean that
cases are heard in special rooms or chambers which are sepa-
rate from trials of adults. The general public is excluded
from such hearings. Each child has a separate hearing.
4. Conduct of Hearings: Hearings are held informally.
The courts for the most part construe the law liberally and
aim to win the respect and confidence of the child.
In juvenile court procedure, the judge conducts the hear-
ings and asks the questions. Before questioning begins, how-
ever, the judge usually has some record of the child’s social
history as obtained through the investigation of the proba-
tion officer. Ideally, if this is not available by the time
the child appears in court, his case should be continued to
another date. There is no ^witness stand” and the child is
encouraged to express himself freely.
5. Francis H. Hiller, Juvenile Court Laws in the U. S .
P. 37-41.
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Miriam van Waters, outstanding in the field of penology
wrote:
It is often a source of surprise that juvenile
court judges are enabled to get the whole truth
from children and even adult witnesses. This is
due partly to absence of force, embarrassment and
intimidation, partly to the fact that those who
come, as in the case of those who visit a clinic
or confessional, expect not punishment, but re-
lief and understanding.®
5. Detention of Children: If one of the original pur-
poses of the statute enacting the establishment of juvenile
courts was to give separate and individual treatment to the
child, then special detention homes for the juvenile offender
seem obligatory. However, far too many of our state laws are
inadequate in this regard, and some are completely lacking in
such m.andatory provisions. It is felt that ideally detention
homes for the child should be considered in connection with
the function of every juvenile court.
6. Disposition of Childrens* Cases: In most laws (un-
less the case is dismissed) the dispositions authorized are
as follows
:
Return of the child to its home under supervi-
sion or on probation, commitment to a suitable
public or private institution or agency, estab-
lished or organized for the care of children.
The conditions of probation or placement being
left for the court to determine, in the interest
of the child, a wide range of discretion is open
for adapting treatment to varying needs and si-
tuations.^
6. Miriam van Waters, Youth in Conflict . P. 167.
7* Hiller, op. cit., P. 48.
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7, Records: In all states juvenile court records are
private and kept in strict confidence, and in general are with-
held from public inspection as v/ell as from social agencies.
In later life, juvenile offenders have the right to claim that
they have no court record. The state of Washington, for exam-
ple, has a provision whereby juvenile court records are des-
troyed when the child becomes twenty-one. In Indiana, records
are destroyed on request after two years following acquittal
or probation. In Oregon, the court may provide for a ”tempo-
rary*file which is destroyed when the child is no longer de-
pendent or delinquent.
Probation
It is interesting to note that laws providing for methods
and use of probation in criminal courts proceeded the enact-
ment of juvenile court laws in the United States by more than
twenty years. The state of Massachusetts in 1878 was the
pioneer in this field. Almost ten years prior to this, how-
ever, in 1869, Massachusetts had adopted an act providing for
the appointment of a state visiting agent who "^in addition to
his visitorial duties shall attend all hearings whenever ap-
plication is made for the commitment of a child to any reforma-
tory. In lieu of such commitment the child might be placed
Q
with a private family or indentured.”
8. Hiller, op. cit.
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The essential philosophy of juvenile probation is ex-
pressed as follows by Dr. Lou.
The fundamental purpose of probation is to
keep the child in his own home and in his own
community in order to train him and to build
up normal habits of life and to avoid the
stigma that is always attached to commitment
to institutions, except when adequate investi-
gation of the home, the family condition, and
the social environment shows that it is not in
the best interest of the child. Consequently,
the suitability of probation in a particular
case depends not so much upon the degree or
type of the offense as upon the real character
of the offending child and the conditions under
which he lives. Here must be considered the
child* s becoming a law-abiding citizen on
probation and afterwards, and the consequences
to the child and to the community of giving^
• him an artificial life in some institution.^
Boston Juvenile Court
In 1906, the Boston Juvenile Court was established and
Harvey Baker became its first judge. Judge Baker was out-
standing as one of our greatest ’’socially conscious” judges.
He endeavored at all times to enlist the aid and cooperation
of the community as a whole and to use the community resources
in giving the utmost help to the child. His philosophy was
not punishment but rather rehabilitation, remedial and pre-
ventive treatment. Regarding defective children he has said:
It is not the defective who gets into my court
who bothers my conscience—we are able to do
something for him. V/hat bothers me is that so
9. H. H. Lou, Juvenile Courts in the United States.
P. 150.
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many defectives are allowed to drift about
until they finally get into trouble and are
brought to court in disgrace, when society
should have taken them by the hand and helped
them long before.
Through his experiences Judge Baker came to see the need
of a clinic, especially equipped to deal with the problems
of children—a clinic which could study the child in areas
which were beyond the scope of the judges* or probation offi-
cers* ability.
It was under the leadership of his successor. Judge
Frederick Cabot, that Judge Baker’s dream came true. In 1917
the work of the court was extended by the addition of a psy-
chiatric clinic, the Judge Baker Foundation. The philosophy
behind this clinic was aptly described as follows:
The psychological examination is searching to
discover possible mental defects or aberrations
which require treatment or special supervision,
special capabilities or interests that have not
been developed and matters of mental life or
of habits which need understanding. All the
social aspects of the case are got at through
the investigations of the probation officers,
agents of the child-helping societies and the
trained field worker on the staff of the foun-
dation. Finally all the findings are put to-
gether to complete as far as possible a true
picture of the significant features of each
individual case and thus give the judge essen-
tially the same approach to his problem in the
matter of the relation of cause and effect as
the scientist has in his laboratory or the
modern business man in his factory or office.
10. Judge Baker Child Guidance Clinic. Harvey Humphrey
Baker Upbuilder of the Juvenile Court . P. 6.
11. Ibid.
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In 1932 John F, Perkins hecame the third judge of the
Boston Juvenile Court. This was in general a difficult eco-
nomic and social period for many of our youths. It was a
time, too, when the function and adequacy of the court and the
effectiveness of probation were being questioned. The present
justice of the Boston Juvenile Court, John J. Connelly, who
is a liberal follower of Judge Perkins’ principles, wrote in
the introduction to Judge Perkins’ book:
Judge Perkins came to the court at a time when
it needed defense and re-evaluation, and these
he gave it. We had at that time become so en-
grossed in techniques and methods, so concerned
with removing from the child's path, the obsta-
cles to his self-help, that we were loosing
sight of standards.
It was Judge Perkins’ feeling that the court was not a
social agency but an authoritarian agency and that the court
owed its first obligation to the community. In other words,
it had a dual responsibility, to the community as well as to
the child. There was the recognition, too, that there was
the need to make probation more effective and that the child’s
brief weekly visit with the probation officer was often in-
adequate. His philosophy is expressed as follows:
After much discussion among the staff of the
court and with leading psychiatrists and social
workers, we came to the conclusion that in the
main the problem of delinquency was a problem
of training. Most of the children who came to
us were not merely untrained but badly trained.
12. John F. Perkins, Coimnon Sense and Bad Boys and Other
Essays . P. 9.
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How with the limited facilities at our disposal
could we induce them to give themselves the
self-discipline which they needed? V/e could
clear the path for them, but how could we get
them to walk along it. Probation in its usual
form was merely a label on an empty bottle.
And we also had to make sure that children who
were physically or psychologically ill were
identified and given proper treatment. Some-
how we must make the experience of the de-
linquent from the time of arrest, until his
case is filed, a constructive educational ex-
perience.
From this finally emerged the Citizenship Training De-
partment of the Boston Juvenile Court, v/hich the writer v;ill
discuss in the following chapter.
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CtlAPTER III
THE CITIZENSHIP TRAINING DEPART^^OT
OF THE BOSTON JIT/ENILE COURT
The Citizenship Training Department, founded in 1936,
was originally referred to as the '•Probation School**. The
philosophy behind it is expressed in the following quotation:
As a result of day to day observations
of boys passing through the Boston Juvenile
Court, the conclusion was reached that it
is unnecessary to send all of them to a
psychiatric clinic for study, that the great
majority are normal but badly trained. This
led to the establishment of a department in
the court which was organized to make a sys-
tematic progressive study of each case, with-
out any preconceived notions; to see whether
the boy can be helped to develop self-disci-
pline through education or other methods,
and where the need for psychiatric treatment
exists, to make sure that it is provided.
The program is based on the following princi-
ples: Many normal boys are delinquent because
of a lack of training in the fundamental quali-
ties of good citizenship and good manhood.
They are often not vicious or pathological,
but essentially untrained. Delinquency is
not a fixed category by which boys can be
classified. Delinquent behaviour is found in
all types of boys regardless of station, race,
culture, or environment, and is seen in all
possible ranges of the noriaal pathological
and defective. No particular skill has pre-
eminence in the treatment of delinquent be-
havior. Insights from Education, Psychology,
Psychiatry, Sociology, Medicine, Religion, all
must be used in an adequate treatment of the
problem.
^
1. Boston Juvenile Court, The Citizenship Training
Department. P. 3.
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It was Judge Perkins belief that a period of condition-
ing was necessary to make probation itself more effective.
The general plan required that all boys between the ages of
twelve and seventeen placed on probation by the Boston Juve-
nile Court be ordered to attend the Citizenship Training
Department for their first probationary period immediately
following their appearance in court. The usual length of
probation is nine months. The boys now attend the Citizen-
ship Training Department for a period of three months (origi-
nally two months) every day after school from four to six
in the afternoon.
If the boy satisfactorily completes this first proba-
tionary period at the Department, he is returned to the
court and recommendations are made that he enter his second
probationary period, which means he need report only once a
week to the court probation officer. However," if it is felt
that the boy would most benefit by reporting v/eekly to the
Citizenship Training Department instead of at the court be-
cause of the relationship established between the boy and a
Department worker, then this is done.
The plan operates on a flexible basis, to meet the needs
of the individual boy. As a result of study and observations
at the Citizenship Training Department various other recom-
mendations can be made for the boy at any time, such as fos-
ter home placement, comiaitment, psychiatric examination, etc.
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At the end of the second three months the boy is prepared
to go into his second probationary period which is unsuper-
vised probation. He is completely on his own, and if upon
the final investigation by the probation officer, the boy’s
situation seems to be at least satisfactory, his case is
filed. However, long after boys have "graduated” from the
Citizenship Training Group, they have returned voluntarily^
either to partake in the program, merely to visit and bring
friends, or to consult a worker on some particular problem.
It was not the intention of the original organizers
that the Department should complete the treatment of the boy,
but rather through community resources, and in conveying a
better understanding of the boy and his needs, help the pro-
bation officer in his subsequent treatment of the boy, and to
see that eventually the individual boy is placed in the hands
of an interested organization or individuals who will carry
out indicated treatment.
The aims of treatment were evolved as follows:
To aid the boy in developing a healthy atti-
tude toward the law, the family, and the insti-
tutions under which he must live.
To assist the boy in developing insight into
the motives of his own behavior.
To arouse the boy to make his own effort in
every phase of the program. Activity, par-
ticipation and effort are necessary on his
part, even in deciding the most appropriate
form of treatment.
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To give the boy a sense of achievement by
|
aiding him to complete successfully certain
types of activity,
2
The staff consists of a director, a boys’ worker (also
in charge of the group work program), a visiting psychologist,
j
and a visiting psychiatrist, a crafts instructor, an instruc-|
tor to conduct the discussion class which is part of the pro-
gram, and now a case worker. The case worker makes the home
and school investis^ations and has private interviews with
i
the boys. Essentially this is case work in a group work set-
ting, Through group work, the program aims to instill in
the boy the principles of cooperation and the ideals of
group living as good citizens in a community. The case work-
er is equipped to handle the boy’s ’’individual” problem.
Upon his entrance into the program the boy is given a
thorough medical examination. Psychological tests follow
and psychiatric referrals are made where indicated. .Veekly
staff conferences are held with the visiting psychiatrist,
and various aspects of the boy’s problem from the standpoint
of personality as well as delinquency is discussed and re-
commendations for further treatment are made.
A delinquent, according to the Massachusetts law, is
defined as a child between the ages of seven and seventeen
who commits an overt criminal act against the law. However,
it is realized that outside the legal definition there are
many ramifications to the problem of the so-called delinquent
2. Ibid. P, 2.
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Child. The Citizenship Training Department aims to treat
the **whole child” in recognizing the physical, psychological,
and emotional components of the individual along with the
environmental influences of the community.
j
The Citizenship Training Department is unique in that
it is the only agency of its kind in the United States. It
j
is located in the Young Men’s Christian Union Building
|
I
which is completely separate from the court, which greatly
!
I
lessens any stigma a boy might feel in attending the program.
j
I
This disassociation of the court and the Department in the
minds of the boys has also helped to overcome much hostility
and resistance. The staff are looked upon in the light of
social v/orkers rather than as representatives of the court,
which in turn makes possible an earlier establishment of
rapport with the boy. The relationship formed between the
worker and the individual boy is the strongest and most
important tool in the training program.
In order to give the reader a more complete picture of
the program in its daily operation, the following schedule
is presented:
Program of the Citizenship Training Group
4-5 P.M . 5-6 P.M .
Monday Community Singing V/oodwork
(Interviewing)
Tuesday G-ym Discussion
(Psychological testing) (Interviewing)
Wednesday Matchcraft and/or Leathercraft
( Interviewing)
Thursday Gym Discussion and/or
Guest Speakers
Friday Gym (Psychological testing) Educational Movies
1 ,
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The Citizenship Training Department Program was origi- |i
I]
nally geared to the pace set by the normal or average boy. i|
'!
Ordinarily the court in referring a boy to the Department
i
does not consider the level of his intelligence—but the
referral is made generally on the basis of a first offense
for which probation is imposed.
In the following chapters the writer is specifically
interested in the mentally retarded boys in the special
classes who have been referred by the court to take their
place in the program v;ith the Citizenship Training Group.
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CHAPTfiR IV
COIviMON BACKGROUND FACTORS IN THE CASES STUDIED
In this chapter the writer wishes to study the common
factors in the background of thirty-seven mentally retarded
boys ih the special classes at school,
TABLE I
AGE OE BOYS STUDIED ON DAIE OF REFERRAL
TO THE CITIZEl^HIP TRAINING DEP.iRTlvIENT
'AGE AT LAST BIRTHDAY NUMBER PERCENT
12 2 5.4
13 5 13.5
14 7 18.9
15 14 37.8
16 9 24.4
TOTAL 37 100.0
The figures in Table I indicate that the largest num-
ber of boys studied fell in the fifteen year age category.
The Gluecks' study of one thousand delinquent boys in-
dicated that 512 or 51,2 per cent of the boys studied were
between the ages of thirteen and fifteen.^
* Only boys between the ages of twelve and sixteen are
referred to the Citizenship Training Department.
1. Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand
Juvenile Delinquents
.
P. 98.
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jl
The Healy and Bronner study of 153 delinquents (130 of
j|
whom were girls) points that forty-tvjo per cent were between
i li
!
tv/elve and fifteen years of age, while thirty-one per cent
II ?
jl were over fifteen years of age.*^
j
jj
V/hile it appears, in these larger studies, that the
greater number of boys also fell in the older age categories,
I
it does not seem valid to make a positive comparison with i
|l the writers study. The more authoritative studies involved
jj
i
a far treater number of boys. It should be noted too that
,
I
!
I
i
breaking down a total of thirty-seven boys into five cate-
II
gories cannot present comparative evidence which would be
I
conclusive.
TABLE II
OFFENSES C0M.:ITTSD BY TitE BOYS STUDIED
OFFENSE ITOl'IBER PERCENT
Assault and Battery 1 2.7
Breaking and Entering 3 8.1
Breaking, Entering and Larceny 8 21.6
Larceny 20 54.1
Attempted Larceny 1 2.7
Disturbance of Public Assembly 1 2.7
Stubborness 1 2.7
Wilful, Malicious Destruction of
Property 1 2.7
Receiving Stolen Property 1 2.7
TOTAL 37 100.0
f
II
|j
2. William Healy and Augusta Bronner, New Lights on
Delinquency
.
P. 50.
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Table II reveals that the highest percentage (54.1) of
boys coiEinitted the offense of larceny; the nezt highest
figure pertained to breaking, entering and larceny (21.6 per
cent) --which are offenses against property. It is to be
noted that there were no sex crimes among these boys.
Statistics presented by Judge Polier of the Domestic
Relations Court in New York City shows that the majority of
the children studied coraraitted stealing offenses.^ Similar-
ly in the Gluecks* study more than one-half of the boys
committed larceny and similar offenses. In this regard,
the selected group studied by the writer seems similar to
larger delinquent groups studied where the intelligence
quotient range was above ninety.
In the Healy and Bronner study of 153 delinquents,
seventy-one per cent comroitted offenses in the category of
4petty pilfering.
3. Polier, cit .
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TABLE III
C0I/IPANI0N3HIB FACTOR IN DELINQUENCY
AS STUDIED BY OFFENSE
OFFENSE
ALONE
NUI.TBSR
;'/ITH COI.TANIONS
NUTv^BSR
Larceny 3 17
Breaking and Entering 1 2
Breaking, Entering and Larceny 8
Assault and Battery 1
Disturbance of Public Assembly 1
Attempted Larceny 1
Wilful, Malicious Destruction of
Property 1
Stubborness (Running Away) 1
Receiving Stolen Property 1
TOTAL 5 32 37
As Table III indicates, the majority of the boys studied
did not commit offenses alone. The important offense to con-
sider here in relationship to companionship in delinquency
is that of larceny, as there is not a large enough sample to
draw any conclusions from the other figures presented.
Out of twenty larceny cases in the writer’s study seven-
teen were with companions, Healy and Bronner in their study
of recidivists found companionship a factor in sixty-two
per cent of three thousand cases, while a study by Shaw in-
dicated that ninety-one per cent of six thousand four hun-
dred and sixty-six cases of stealing involved two or more
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Dr. George E. Gardner, speaking as a representative
psychiatrist of the Boston Juvenile Court, indicated that in
the general trend of delinquents coming through the courts,
it has been noted that almost invariably children steal with
one or more companions. In fact suspicion has been aroused
regarding the personality makeup of those who steal alone
and it was felt that in these cases specifically some form
of psychiatric investigation was indicated.
The selected cases studied by the wTiter show similar
trends (pertaining to the companionship factor in delinquency)
to larger studies made of general categories of delinquents.
TAELS IV
AREAS OF RSSIDEXCE OF CASES STUDIED
!
I
I
I
AREA NUI^IBER PERCENT
West End 8 22.0
Jamaica Plain 1 2.7
North End 9 24.5
South Boston 7 19.0
Roxbury 4 10.6
East Boston 2 5.2
South End 4 10.6
Charlestown 1 2.7
Y/est Roxbury 1 2.7
TOTAL 37 100.0
5o V/alter C, Reckless and Mapheus Smith, Juvenile Qe-
linquency
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According to the figures of Table IV, the highest rate
of delinquency for the boys studied occurred in the areas of
the North End, West End and South Boston. All of the boys
studied came from low income areas. The South End which is
a known generally deteriorated area has a comparatively low
delinquency rate according to this limited study, as in-
dicated in table IV. However this may not have any signi-
ficance as it must be taken into account that referrals to
the Citizenship Training Department are made only by the
Boston Juvenile Court.
The Boston Juvenile Court has jurisdiction over chil-
dren under seventeen years of age who commit offenses in the
business district and the North, West and South Ends and the
Back Bay area. It has no authority over children who com-
mit offenses in other parts of the city. The court receives
cases only within its geographic jurisdiction which is based
on the area in which the crime occurs and not where the boy
resides, so that it may be possible that a greater number of
retarded boys from the South End committed delinquencies
outside the court’s jurisdiction but are not included in
the statistics of Table IV.
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TABLE V
ORGANIZED CLUB ATTENDMCE ACCORDING TO AREA
OF BOYS RESIDENCE
AREA I.IElv3ERS
KNOV/N POOR
JUSI1/"ENT iiS
CLUB I'lEI/JBERS
NON-
lOLI.IBERS
West End 6 2
Jamaica Plain 1
North End 5 2 2
South Boston 1 6
Roxbury 2 3
East Boston 2
South End 3 1
Charlestown 1
TOTAL 18 2 17 37
The figures in Table Y indicate that approximately
an equal number of boys did belong to clubs as did not be-
long to clubs. In two of the cases, where boys were members
of clubs, there were decidedly known adjustment difficulties.
However, it would be invalid to attribute too much signifi-
cance to these figures, for it is possible that being a
member of a club for many of these boys is in name only.
For better analysis, therefore, as to whether club member-
ship is a common factor here, it would be necessary to de-
termine whether membership was active or inactive, regular
or irregular. However, this information was not completely
available in the cases studied.
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It may be significant that in South Boston, which is
considered generally a fairly good residential area, only
one of the boys from that area had any club affiliation
of any sort. 'nVhile the effect of club membership on the
total group is not known, it can be inferred that no club
affiliation of any kind might be indicative of a lack of
social interest on the part of these boys which has counter-
acted the environmental factor of the type of neighborhood
,
f
in which the boy resides. It must also be taken into con-
,
sideration that within generally satisfactory nesidential
neighborhoods there are unsatisfactory locations and housing
conditions. Since this information was not completely availa-
ble, nothing totally conclusive can be drawn from Table V.
It should also be noted that in many of these neighborhoods
there are insufficient group work facilities which might
attract the adolescent boy. This may also account for non-
i! membership.
In the Healy and Bronner study, it v;as found that al-
most twice as many delinquents as of the controls had club
connections of some sort. Hov;ever, it was also found that
in many instances club attendance was irregular and that
frequently, interest waned easily. With reference to club
activity heading off delinquent careers, Healy and Bronner
raised the question as to whether this is truly possible
v/ithout also establishing social case v^ork relationships
with the families.
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!: It is considered therefore that along with individual
factors, situational factors are important in a sociological
!
study. If it is agreed, as pointed out by Reckless and
j
Smith, that the mentally retarded boy is by reason of his
I
limited intelligence, more likely to be suggestible and in-
fluenced by others, then the immediate situation in his par-
Ij
ticular environment is of especial importance.
' On the other hand, while it was Shaw’s opinion that the
' study of any nroblem involving juvenile delinquency should
P
II
begin with a study of geographic location, it was recognized
that all factors, intellectual, emotional, instinctual,
social, physiological, enter into delinquency as well as any
7
I
form of behavior.
TABLE VI
*HSALTK STATUS OF C.ASES STUDIED
HEALTH NUliBER PERCENT
Gtood 24 64.9
Good-fair 6 16.2
Fair 2 5.4
Fair-poor 1 2.7
Poor 1 2.7
TOTAL 37 100.0
* Health categories are those determined by Dr. Gardner
who was examining physician at the time these boys attended
the Citizenship Training Department.
7. Clifford R. Shaw, Delinquency Areas
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As illustrated in Table VI more than half of the boys
studied, 64.9 per cent, had good health. The next largest
number, 16.2 percent, were classified in the good-fair cate-
gory. An overwhelming majority of these boys (81.1 per cent
including the good and good-fair categories) had health con-
ditions which were considered better than fair.
In the Healy and Bronner research, fifty-two per cent
R
of the delinquents studied, had good physical conditions.
In the cases studied by the writer, it was noted that the
good health factor is similar to that noted outstanding in
the study made of a general range of delinquents.
TABLE VII
RELIGION OF BOYS STUDIED
RELIGION NUlvSER PERCENT
Protestant 5 13.6
Catholic 29 78.3
Greek Orthodox 1 2.7
*Protestant and Catholic 2 5.4
TOTi\L 37 100.0
* In these cases one parent was Protestant and the
other Catholic. It was not known v;fere the boy’s religious
affiliation was strongest.
8. Healy and Bronner, cit.
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Table VII indicates that the religious affiliation of
the majority of the boys studied was Catholic, However this
is of no outstanding significance since this corresponds to
!
I
the religious distribution of Boston and vicinity as a whole.
|
It should be noted that Jewish boys are not referred to the
Citizenship Training Croup as there is a Jewish Agency work-
ing in conjunction with the court in handling these delinquent
problems,
TABLH VIII
NATIONALITY OF PARENTS OF BOYS STUDIED
NATIONALITY NUlvIBER OF CASES PERCENT
Both Parents
Italian 17 46.3
Portuguese 1 E.7
Irish E 5.4
Finnish 1 2.7
Greek 1 2.7
Native born 10 26.5
Mixed Parents
Italian and Native 3 8.3
English and Native 1 2.7
Irish arid Native 1 2.7
TOTAL 37 100.0
The figures in Table VIII indicate that the large majori-
ty of parents were foreign born. In ten cases both parents
were born in this country. The greater number of parents are
of Italian descent. This finding seems to follow the
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information revealed in Table ]y, in that a large portion of
the boys came from the North End area in Boston v;hich is
almost entirely inhabited by Italians, a large portion of
whom are immigrants.
The writer found in the cases studied that there was
a small and even distribution of illiteracy on the part of
the boys* parents which included parents of foreign birth,
mixed parentage and those native born.
TABLE IX
KTnTOvVN factors of FAIHLY DISORG.ANI-
ZATION IN CASES STUDIED
FACTORS OF DISORG*\NIZATION NUlvtBSR OF CASES
Promiscuity on the part of parents 6
Criminality 11
Alcoholism 8
Illegitimacy 3
Evidences of hereditary feeblemindedness 2
Economic need 36
Neglect as indicated by the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Children
investigation 4
Broken Homes
Divorce 1
Separation 5
Desertion 2
Death of one parent 3
No family pathology noted 16
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In thirteen of the cases studied there were breakdov;ns
in two or more categories. In sixteen of the cases studied
there were none of the disorganized family factors preva-
lent as indicated by Table IX. The writer feels, however,
that no inference should be drawn from this since there is
a possibility that these factors existed but v^ere not known.
In the GlueckS* study of one thousand juvenile delin-
quents more than nine-tenths of the boys studied came from
broken or poorly supervised homes. Criminality was found
to exist in three-fifths of the cases. Seven-tenths of the
9families had low moral standards.
In the writer’s study less than one-third of the boys
came from broken homes. There was a scatter in the type of
broken homes prevalent in the cases studied. In only one
case was divorce noted, in five cases the parents were sepa-
rated, in two cases the father has deserted. It is recog-
nized, for instance, that divorce may be a greater outstand-
ing factor resulting in family disorganization and consequent
emotional disturbance to the child than the death of a parent
depending on the individual situation. However, the material
presented in the cases studied was not complete enough for
this to be determined.
Table IX also indicates that criminality is comparative-
ly outstanding in the families of boys studied. Possibly
9. Glueck and Glueck, op. clt . , P. 82.
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the identification patterns have shown themselves more clear-
li
ly in the delinquent behavior of these boys during the
period of study.
Table IX also shows that in all except one family there
was economic need as evidenced by the fact that these fami-
lies were receiving public assistance. This, however, should
also be viewed as a reflection on the poor economic period i
covered in this study. i,
Except for economic need there is a small percentage of
cases in the writer’s study where specific disorganized
family factors predominated. These factors may therefore
play a lesser part in causing disturbances to manifest them-
selves in the mentally retarded delinquents studied by the
,
writer.
In this chapter the writer was interested in determining^
specific common factors noted in the group* of mentally re-
j
tarded boys studied. It is recognized that these factors
tell only part of the story and that for more complete under-
standing of these boys, their general social adjustment
{which in itself is an indication of the effects of environ-
I
mental factors) must be considered.
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30 ADJUSTI.aiTT
Stanley Powell Davies in his book '•Social Control of
the Mentally Deficient^*, stresses the point that the only
satisfactory, adequate criterion for raental deficiency is
the social one, and that aside from intelligence quotient
ratings other aspects of personality must be taken into ac-
count in determining social competency, Davies elaborates
this point by bringing forth the explanation of Dr. Lawson
G. Lowrey, director of the Institute for Child Guidance
in New York City:
Dr, Lowrey explains the behavior tendencies
of certain of the mentally deficient in terms
of a ’conflict over difference, or if one
prefers the term, inferiority complex.’ The
deficient child’s attempt to compensate for
his intellectual limitations, which cause
him to fail in competition may manifest it-
self in difficult behavior. Such mechanlBrns
however Dr. Lovn?ey says, are not confined
to the mentally deficient but occur in chil-
dren of average or superior intelligence
resulting from difficulties of any other kind,
such as physical handicaps, home difficulties,
sense of social inferiority, etc.^
Dr, George L. .Vallace in studying the mentally defi-
cient expresses the opinion:
These people coming into difficulty
with the law are in exactly the same
1, Stanley Pov/ell Davies, Social Control of the
Mentally Deficient. P. 172.
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classes as those on higher levels of
intelligence who have gotten into simi-
lar difficulties—their common conflict
is their social maladjustment.^
With the above in mind, the v/riter was interested to
determine the general social maturity of the boys studied
as well as their adjustment at the Citizenship Training
Department.
In the cases studied it was apparent that the boy’s
general social maturity was ascertained primarily on the
basis of his ability to live in a group. Social history
investigation was made by the court probation officer. The
reports of the boy’s parents, school teachers, club leaders
and social v/orkers he may previously have been in contact
with, as v/ell as information obtained in interviews with
the boy himself, were all used by the Citizenship Training
Department in evaluating the boy’s social matiirity.
The criteria for the categories used are as follows:
1. Social maturity was interpreted as poor when the
following characteristics were noted: --very suggestible,
a constant source of annoyance, very careless, silly, irre-
sponsible, annoying to other boys, finding it difficult to
take his place in a group situation, alv;ays seemingly ’•out-
side” the group, cannot compete in any way with other boys;
great instability and lack of ability.
2. Ibid. P. 176
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2. The boy was classified in the fair-noor category
when the outstanding characteristic was his very limited
ability and apparent inadequacy with other boys; where defi-
nite difficulties in adjusting to an average group of boys
were noted and v/here his behavior in a group was bad at
times.
3. The boy was classified in the fair Category when he
appeared for the most part friendly and cheery, making an
effort and desiring to be a member of a group but found it
hard to compete with more competent boys.
4. The good category was used to describe the boy who
was generally well-behaved, cooperative and interested, and
who was designated as being unusually mature for a boy of
his general level of intelligence. In other words, ’’good’*
was used on a relative basis considering the boy’s mental
ability.
TABLE X
BOYS’ SOCIAL MATURITY AS DETERlviINED BY
THEIR ABILITY TO LIVE IN A GROUP
NUMBER PERCENT
Good 5 13.53
Fair 7 19.00
6 16.22
19 51.25
Fair -poor
Poor
TOTAL 37 100.00

The figures in Table X indicate that the social maturi-
ty of the greatest number of these boys as determined by
their ability to live in a group is poor. This takes into
consideration their general personality characteristics as
well as their low intelligence quotients.
It is not within the scope of this study to determine
causation as such or whether the low intelligence quotient
had an effect on these characteristics. There is no suffi-
cient evidence here to determine whether the low intelli-
gence quotient was primarily responsible for the boy’s de-
linquency.
The writer has also investigated the boys social ad-
justment at the Citizenship Training Department. This was
determined entirely on the basis of the workers’ observa-
tions of the boy while he attended the Department and v/as
a member of the Citizenship Training Group. The manner
in which the boy took his place in the program was con-
sidered here.
The type of adjustment made by the boys at the Citi-
zenship Training Department seemed to fall into four main
categories which are described in the following table:
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TABLE XI
ADJUSTlvIENT OF THE BOYS STUDIED AT
THE CITIZENSHIP TRAINING DSPARTl/ENT
TYPE OF ADIUSTT/iSNT NlD^rBER PERCENT
1. Interested, participates willingly
in program and does satisfactorily 12 32.4
2. Interested, makes an effort, but is
unable to adequately participate 12 32.4
3. Disinterested in program but
conforms 6 16.2
4. Disinterested in program and
troublesome 7 19.0
TOTAL 37 100.0
According to the figures in Table HI the greater num-
ber of boys fit into categories one and two, which are con-
sidered better adjustment categories than three and four
from the standpoint of social attitude. As far as the
Citizenship Training Department's program is concerned, cate-
gory one may be classified as good; category two, fair;
category three, fair-poor; category four, poor.
Comparing Table XI with Table X it is shown that in
Table XI there are twice as many boys classified as having
made a good and fair adjustment in the Citizenship Training
Grouns program than there were boys classified in the cate-
gories of good and fair general social maturity (Table X).
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This was probably to be expected since under the Citizenship
Training Department program the group studied were in a con-
trolled environment, their limitations were taken into con-
sideration aoi there were v/orkers present who were sympathe-
tic to their needs and equipped to cope with the rising
problems in the group.
In order to get a clearer estimate of the social situa-
tion in relation to the mentally retarded boys’ adjustment
at the Department, the writer consulted the present staff at
the Citizenship- Training Department on this question. It was
felt that on the whole the boys of average intelligence more
aptly fitted into this type of program—they responded more
quickly and had a greater realization and av/areness as to
why they were attending the Department, and v/hat they could
get out of it. For this reason they seemed to derive great-
er benefit from the program and training in good citizenship.
With many of the mentally retarded boys, it was felt that the
meaning behind the Citizenship Training Group’s idea is
not completely assimilated. However, considering individual
cases, it v;as felt that often it is a matter of personality
differences rather than an intelligence quotient that de-
termines the boy’s adjustment and participation in the Ci-
tizenship Training Group’s program.
The writer was interested at this point to determine
whether the Citizenship Training Group’s program proved of
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any value to the boys studied. Recidivism, and recommen-
dations made for the boys by the Department were considered
which will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER VI
VALUE OF THE CITIZENSHIP
TRAINING GROUP PROGRAM FOR THE BOYS STUDIED
In order to determine to what extent the Citizenship
Training Group program has proven of value to the mentally-
retarded hoys studied, the writer has checked with the
State Board of Probation on each of the boys with regard to
recidivism. The following table shows the results.
TABLE XII
RECIDIVISM OF THE BOYS STUDIED SINCE LEAVING
THE CITIZENSHIP TRAINING DSPi\R'B.CENT
NUlv3ER PERCENT
Recidivists 28 75.7
Non-recidivists 9 24.3
TOTAL 37 100.0
The figures in Table XII indicate that at least three
times as many of the boys studied again got into difficulty
with the law as those who did not repeat their delinquen-
cies. Nine boys were not involved in further delinquencies
since discharge from the Department to date.
This study dealt v;ith the first five years of the
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agency’s existence (from September 1, 1936 to August 31, 1941
which provided for a lapse of at least six years in which to
investigate recidivism. Of the nine boys who were non-reci-
divists, two were discharged from the Citizenship Training
Department in 1937, three in 1938, one in 1939, and three in
1941. Of the twenty-eight recidivists, two were discharged
from the Department in 1936, five in 1937, four in 1938, six
in 1939, eight in 1940 and three in 1941.
Of the twenty-eight recidivists, fifteen were committed
to correctional institutions. Ten committed one offense
after discharge, four had two offenses charged against them
and fourteen were guilty of three or more infractions of the
law. The offenses ranged from stubborness, truancy, gaming
on Lord’s day to the use of weapon without authority, lar-
ceny, drunkeness, assault and battery, breaking, entering and
larceny. In one case there was a complaint made for abuse of
a female child which occurred in the case of a boy who had
committed five other offenses since leaving the Citizenship
Training Department. Larceny (offenses against property)
were by far the most numerous , while there was a wide scatter
noted among the other offenses.
Of the fifteen boys committed to correctional insti-
tutions, twelve were committed once and in three cases their
were two commitments.
If recidivism is used as a criterion for determining the
value of the urogram for the boys studied, it would seem
^
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that, according to the high percentage of recidivism (75.7)
shown in Table XII, the program was not effective for these
boys as a whole.
Comparative figures on recidivism v^ere available. In
a study of recidivism made in 1942, covering the first five
years of the Department’s existence, it was found that fifty-
two per cent of the Citizenship Training Group boys kept out
of trouble as against forty-eight per cent v/ho were charged
with offenses.^ It should be noted that the average period
of discharge studied in this report was three years, as
against the average five-year discharge period covered by
the writer in considering recidivism. The possibility that
given a longer period of time, recidivism rates are likely
to increase, should be considered and therefore comparative
figures cannot necessarily be taken at face value here.
In studying the recommendations made in the cases of
thirty-seven special class boys at the Citizenship Training
Group, the writer noted that in seven cases (a little over
one-fifth of the total) it was definitely stated that the
boy seemed to be gaining little benefit from the Citizen-
ship Training Group’s program as his intellectual limita-
tions made him very poor material for treatment under the
type of prograra offered by the Department.
1. Report of the Evaluation Committee. The Citizen-
ship Training Department of the Boston Juvenile Court .
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1TABLE XIII
SPECIFIC RECOIvU^:ENDATIONS made for the
BOYS STUDIED AT THE TILi; OF DISCH.^GE FROM THE CITIZENSHIP
TRAINING DEP.^TMSNT
RSCOM.CENDATIONS HADE NUT.3ER OF CASES
Referral to boys* clubs 12
Greater club supervision v^here boy is
already a member 8
Commitment to a school for the feebleminded 3
Medical care 7
Employment
(leave school as soon as possible) 10
Reading tutoring 4
Vocational training 1
Further interpretation of boy's needs
to parents 3
Early return to court as boy refused '
to attend or carry out orders of probation 2 I
TOTAL 50
The above table indicates that the greatest number of
recommendations made by the Citizenship Training Department
was in the area of neighborhood clubs or settlements. The
court probation officer then has the responsibility of seeing
that follow-up treatment is carried out.
In eight cases where boys were already members of clubs,
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a stronger affiliation with the club leader and encourage-
ment for greater participation in the club program was recom-
mended. This may serve to enhance the previous indication
that club membership alone without full participation has
little meaning to the boy in the way of developing better
"social standards”. It seems especially important that the
special class boys studied attach themselves to some in-
terested group work agency in the community, for the great
majority of them seem to suffer from feelings of inadequacy
and social insecurity and have a great need to belong to a
socially acceptable group.
In only tiiree cases as shown by Table XIII were recom-
mendations made for the boy to be committed, i. e. taken out
of the comiaunity either for his ov/n benefit or for the bene-
fit of the community at large or both. This small number
may indicate that the majority of the boys studied did not
need institutional care and that most of them were treatable
within their own community setting given the guidance and
training suited to meet their needs.
It is noted in Table XIII that in thirty-seven cases a
total of fifty recommendations were made. In every case
studied at least one specific recommendation was made in-
cluding the cases considered unsuitable for the Citizenship
Training Department’s program. In view of this fact, it
would seem that the boys could have been benefited by
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diagnostic study and follov/-up treatment. The boy begins
his training in a controlled setting at the Department for
a limited period of time and then it is hoped that specific
recommendations made will be carried out. In this way the
boy can benefit indirectly although he may not derive any
direct benefit from the program itself.
It does not seem entirely valid, therefore, to relate
the high rate of recidivism exclusively to the Citizenship
Training Department’s program in its effect upon the boys
studied. It seems that the data presented on recidivism has
little meaning unless more can be known about the circum-
I
stances surrounding these boys once they left the Citizen-
ship Training Group. Perhaps the probation officer who
subsequently supervised the boy, failed in the area of es-
tablishing the necessary good relationship with him. Per-
haps the community agencies, either through lack of facili-
ties or neglect on their part, failed to continue needed in-
terest in the boy. Perhaps radical changes took place in the
boy’s home situation to cause further disturbances which can
so easily tlireaten the emotional security of the mentally
retarded. These factors should be known before the presented
statistics can be adequately interpreted.
Follov/-up study could help determine more adequately
the value of the program for the mentally retarded boys
studied*
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CHAPTER VII
CASS ILLUSTRATIONS
In order to give the reader a more complete picture of
the boys studied, this chapter will be devoted to the pre-
sentation of case illustrations. Although these boys are
all in a special class at school, and are classified as
mentally retarded, it has been shown that there are dif-
ferences between them in the degree of their social adjust-
ment.
The following four cases have been selected from each
of the four categories of social adjustment referred to in
this study.
Case 1
At the Citizenship Training Department F.
was reported to be a lethargic, indolent
fifteen year old boy who attended the pro-
gram only infrequently. V/hen he carue he
was simply an onlooker. He showed very
little activity except in the gymnasium.
It was evident that he did not understand
what was going on. In every v/ay he exhi-
bited low mentality which was the major con-
sideration. The boy was so nearly feeble-
minded that he simply could not compete with
other boys in school activity or play. He
was genial and friendly, but so indecisive
and unreliable, that the boy v/as permitted
to leave the Department before his first
period of probation was completed. As a
result of the observation of the Citizen-
ship Training Department staff the boy was
considered to be at all times childish and
irresponsible. It appeared that the boy’s
delinquent habits were not very firmly
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established although he was so highly
suggestible that he would probably carry
out any delinquency that a stronger per-
son would plan.
The delinquent complaint made against the
boy which resulted in his court appearance
was that of breaking and entering a build-
ing with intent to steal. The boy seemed
to feel that his entire sentence in the
court was unjust. VVhen he was confronted
with the story which he told the court, he
smiled in a sheepish manner and admitted
that it probably was not true. The boy
says that he attends school everyday but
does not come to the Citizenship Training
Department regularly as he must go home
to help out with some of the family chores.
He has a younger brother who is also in
the special class center.
The boy resides with his mother and three
siblings in a low income, poor residential
section of Roxbury. The family is re-
ceiving financial relief from the Govern-
ment. The father is in Deer Island, having
been charged with lewd and lascivious co-
habitation with another woman in the neigh-
borhood. 'The mother reported that the
boy*s eyesight is very poor and it was be-
lieved that he was having considerable
difficulty in this area although his
glasses are changed every year.
This is the case of a boy whose social maturity was
considered poor and who adjusted poorly in the Citizenship
Training Group program. Brief investigation into this boy’s
background shows an absence of any wholesome male figure
with whom this boy could identify. Lack of family respon-
sibility and immorality were shown in the father. In addi-
tion the boy has some physical difficulty regarding his
eyesight. The boy’s personality here is very underdeveloped.
He lacks insight and an ability to face reality situations.
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He exhibits here low mentality along with negative back-
ground factors. The concrete recommendation made for this
boy is in the realm of medical treatment. It is noted that
venereal disease was suspected.
Case II
A. is a fifteen year old boy who lived at
home with his mother, father and five
siblings. The father is a V/PA worker
earning $16.75 weekly. The mother gave the
impression of being crude and loud. She
attempted to explain that she didn’t want
any trouble with the court and that ‘she
would rather see A dead than be put av;ay.
The father gave a better impression. He
seemed to have more intelligence than the
others. The mother believed that A’s com-
panions were responsible for his delin-
quency.
The boy’s school principal gave a very bad
picture of A. She claimed that he was
criminally insane. Although his behavior
is now good, he has in the past been quite
annoying. She cited numerous instances
to show that he is very nervous and un-
stable. On many occasions he has thrown
stones at children, broken windov/s, scratched
and pummeled weaker boys and has shown bully
tendencies.
The boy’s mother has been known to the East
Boston Court for keeping and exposing li-
quor and given a suspended sentence.
The Massachusetts General Hospital, where
the boy was seen at the Nerve Clinic, re-
ported that from the psychiatric examination
it did not seem that the boy’s behavior was
the result of any mental disturbance but
was rather an adolescent upset in the men-
tally defective child. Family had been told
of the possibility of a state school which
they rejected.
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At the Citizenship Training Department
it was reported that A acted the part of
^the clown” in the group. He tried hard
to be humorous at times, talked in foolish
irrelevant terms and frequently upset the
class by foolish behavior. He was hyper-
manic. He enjoyed all the activities which
were of an active nature. The boy was v/or-
ried about getting along in school. He had
been in the special class for a long time
and said that his main trouble was that he
disliked a woman teacher with v/hom he con-
stantly fought.
A. was found to be a dull, active boy who
behaved in a very primitive and impulsive
way on all occasions. He had a hard time
concentrating on anything, even on the sim-
plest activity. He was sociable and happy
whenever he was not submitted to strain
beyond his mental ability. He usually
meant well but did not always do well. It
seemed that this boy’s susceptibility and
impulsiveness may lead him tov/ard further
delinquency. It was felt that the only hope
for a reasonable life adjustment was to get
this boy into a simple, active type of labor.
It was too much to expect that he could make
any kind of a club adjustment, although this
type of outlet would be desirable if some
club leader had the patience to accept him.
This boy was considered to be in the fair-poor category
of general social maturity and made a fair adjustment at
the Citizenship Training Group in that he tried, but found
it difficult to keep up with the other boys.
At the Citizenship Training Department the boy’s actions
seemed to be indicative of his feelings of inadequacy and
a need to gain recognition and attention even if it meant
being ”the clown” in the group. His behavior at school
further points out his emotional insecurity, and his bully
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tendency seems to be a mecnanism for self protection. The
boy’s general school experience has been an unhappy one,
and apparently he has had little understanding in this area.
The boy’s home situation too seems to be generally a nega-
tive one. Being in an adolescent period, in addition to his
apparent lack of competency in Competitive situations has
made it even more difficult for this mentally retarded boy.
V/ith proper guidance and understanding supervision in
a controlled setting this boy seems to be able to adjust
to a fair degree as evidenced by his performance at the
Citizenship Training Department.
Case 3
1. is a fifteen year old boy who resides
with his parents and six siblings. The
family is on relief. It is reported that
father has an ’’upset mental condition” and
children at times are forced to be quiet
so as not to disturb him. The father is
said to be a very severe disciplinarian.
The boy attends a settlement house regular-
ly and the club leader is interested in him
and the family.
At the Citizenship Training Department it
was reported that the boy made the impression
of being very dull. He has experienced a
great deal of failure in his life and is
becoming increasingly sensitive about his
failures. He is awkward and has poor phy-
sical coordination. His interests are on a
simple, physical level. Emotionally he
seems depressed and frequently responds
with bewilderment and hostility toward a
situation which demands too much of him.
He recognizes his own limitations but
doesn’t have good control when he gets
into situations which are too severe for
him.
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The boy is hostile toward any agency or
group which demands too much from him
or supervises him too rigidly. He is not
hostile toward the police or society in
general.
The boy’s standard of values seems fairly
good. He is never underhand or deceit-
ful at the Department. The boy’s ability
to live in a group is considered only
fair. He finds it hard to compete with
other boys mentally and physically.
At the Citizenship Training Department it
was felt that there was not too much to
work with under the Department’s program.
The boy seems fundamentally dull and be-
wildered by life in general. He does
however respond to encouragement and it
is believed that any gains he will make
will be the results of this appreciation.
It was recommended that this boy be re-
ferred to a supervised boys club in his
home vicinity.
Here is a boy who obviously responds well to an adult’s
interest in him. This seems to be lacking in his home situa-
tion and he does not have a strong positive male figure to
identify with who could serve as an ego-^eal. Elements of
rebellion are shown in his hostility towards too rigid super-
vision, which is probably a reflection of his attitude to-
ward his father who served as the original source of au-
thority.
The boy is sensitive about his shortcomings and so es-
pecially shows the need for encouragement to help him
through trying periods of lack of self confidence.
In a controlled group situation the boy tries but is
unable to compete adequately with others. However he seems
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to enjoy and benefit from group experience and from the re-
lationship which an interested individual or agency could
give him.
Case 4
P.
,
who is fourteen years of age, lives
v/ith his mother and four siblings. The
father is dead and the family is receiving
financial aid from the Department of ./elfare
(Aid to Dependent Children). The welfare
worker reported that the mother is slovenly
and a poor housekeeper. She is suffering
from arthritis, and complains a great deal
of her ill health. The tv;o older daughters
have at times had factory work, but have been
unemployed for some time, and offer no assis-
tance in the housev^/ork at home. They are re-
ported lazy and satisfied to live on the
Aid to Dependent Children allowance. The
family is frequently in debt and the mother
comes frequently to the V/elfare office for
assistance.
At the Citizenship Training Department it
was observed that P was a dull, rather
nice, well-meaning boy. He had made a
fairly good adjustment for his general
level of ability. He was not overly sensi-
tive to his general failure to achieve a
great deal in his life. He would proba-
bly make a good club membership as he likes
to be with other boys. P. showed good in-
terest all the way through the course with
the Citizenship Training Group. He tried
hard, getting along without any difficulty
and seemed generally to be happy in his
work at the Department. He was always in-
terested that his report card be as good as
possible. He never was outstanding in any
way, was simply a member of the group who
raised no problems.
In an interview at the Citizenship Training
Department he stated that he got a lot out
of the Group especially basketball. Now
he really knows the rules of the game. He
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never knew his father v»^ho has been dead for
some years. He was very happy once when he
won ten dollars in a ”crap” game. He has
no specific plan for staying out of trouble,
just said he knows he will stay away from it.
It was considered that the boy’s delinquent
habits were not firmly established and that
his general social maturity was good for
his general level of intelligence. The boy
seemed so normal in most respects that it
would appear the only thing he needed was
a good club membership.
P. appeared to be a generally happy boy. His desires
are on a very simple level, he is sociable and gets along
well with other boys. It is important to note here that he
does not appear overly sensitive to his general failure to
achieve a great deal, and apparently does not feel any par-
ticular sense of social inadequacy with other boys his age.
He exhibits interests and seems generally alert to the social
situation in v/hich he finds himself. It would seem thdt
this boy has not been too grossly affected by the negative
home inf luences noted, or possibly, he had at the same time
received enough emotional security in his family relation-
ships. This boy was considered to have made a good adjust-
ment with the Citizenship Training Croup.
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CHAPTER VTII
SU!>!MARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis was undertaken to study thirty-seven men-
tally retarded boys in the special classes who were referred
by the Boston Juvenile Court to attend the Citizenship
Training Department which was established in 1936.
The study was designed to determine (1) common factors
in these boys’ background, (2) their degree of social adjust-
ment as indicated by their general social maturity and their
participation in the Citizenship Training Department program,
and (3) the value of the program for these boys.
Before interpreting the data secured through examina-
tion of the case records of each of the boys studied, a brief
summary of the development and philosophy of the Juvenile
Court and the Citizenship Training Department was presented-,
in order that the reader might have a better background to-
wards understanding the cases studied. The writer included
the statement of the Citizenship Training Group staff in
regard to the adjustment of the ”normal or average boy" in
the Citizenship Training Department program, in comparison
with the mentally retarded.
The writer has also referred to authorities in the field
of delinquency in an effort to see how their findings with
regard to delinquents in general compared with the mentally
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4retarded group in this study.
The factors considered were age, offense, companionship
in delinquency, areas of residence, club membership, health,
religion, descent, literacy of parents, and family disorgani-
zation.
The greatest number of the boys studied were in the
fifteen year age category. The outstanding offense committed
was that of larceny, the majority being petty thefts. Com-
panionship was found to be definitely prevalent in these
boys* acts of delinquency. Thirty-two out of thirty-seven
boys studied committed delinquent acts with at least one com-
panion. The majority of the boys were found to be in good
health. Approximately fifty per cent of the boys were listed
as club members. However it may not be valid to consider
this factor alone unless the type of club membership could
be ascertained. There is speculation as to whether the boy
has become a member in name only or if he is an active par-
ticipant. These findings are similar to those of other
larger studies made. In regard to these factors then, it
seems that the mentally retarded delinquent boys studied by
the writer do not differ from other delinquents.
In considering factors of family disorganization, the
writer found that less than one-third of the boys studied
came from broken homes as compared to the Gluecks’ research
on one thousand juvenile delinquent cases where more than
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nine-tenths of the boys studied came from broken or poorly
supervised homes. The greater validity of the larger study
was recognized. Except for economic need the writer found
a rather wide scatter, and a small percentage of cases in
which factors of parental promiscuity, illegitimacy, alco-
holism, hereditary feeblemindedness, neglect, were noted.
In sixteen of the cases studied none of these factors were
revealed. This may indicate that the mentally retarded boys
studied were not as affected by disorganized home factors,
and that possibly their limited intelligence played a greater
part in their delinquent behaviour. However too much signi-
ficance should not be attached to this as it is recognized
that there is a possibility that a greater percentage of
family disorganization existed but was not revealed through
investigation.
Thirty-six out of thirty-seven cases showed definite
economic need. It is to be noted that this is also a re-
flection of the period of economic upheaval covering the
span of this study (1936-1941). Next to economic need the
highest number of cases showed itself in the category of
’’criminality of family members” which may be an indication of
identification patterns being formed by the delinquent boys
studied.
Factors of delinquency areas, nationality, religion,
literacy of parents, were not compared to other delinquent
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studies* It was felt that the very nature of these factors
in relation to the writer’s limited study did not lend them-
selves to valid comparison, for it was found that nationality,
religion and literacy for the most part corresponded to the
trends in the general population in the area in which the
boy resided. The largest number of boys studied were found
to reside in the North Snd area of Boston. The greatest
number of parents were Italian born. The great majority
of boys studied were Catholic which again corresponds to the
religious distribution of Boston as a whole.
In relation to the social adjustment of the boys stu-
died, it was found that the largest number of boys had poor
social maturity as determined by their ability to live in
a group (Table X), while the largest number of boys had
made either a good or fair adjustment at the Citizenship
Training Department (Table XI). There seems to be a close
inverse correlation between the figures pertaining to the
boys* general social maturity and their adjustment at the
Citizenship Training Department. Table X indicates that
a total of twenty-five boys were considered in the poor and
fair-poor categories of social maturity while a total of
twelve boys v/ere considered on the good and fair levels of
social maturity. Table XI indicates that a total of thir-
teen boys were placed in the two lowest categories as having
mads a poor or fair-poor adjustment at the Citizenship
Training Department v/hile the total of twenty-four boys were
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considered to have made a good or fair adjustment. This
indicates that while the greatest number of the mentally-
retarded boys studied were found to be in the lower levels
of social maturity, it does not necessarily follow that they
will also make a poor adjustment in a controlled, manipulated
group work program with other boys.
This led to the question as to whether the Citizenship
Training Department program v;as of value to these boys stu-
died. Recidivism rates taken over an average of five years
since the 'boys’ discharge from the Citizenship Training Group
were found to be high (75.7 per cent). This figure con-
sidered by itself might lead to the assumption that the pro-
gram v/as not of value to the boys studied. However it should
be noted that the effects of later environmental influence
on these boys, their mental, physical and emotional life ex-
periences have not been ascertained. The writer has empha-
sized in this study that for accurate analysis of data, all
factors should be known and where this information is una-
vailable no conclusive statement can be made. The data
presented in this study may however furnish material for
follov/-up study in more detailed research.
In considering further the value of the program to
these boys the v/riter found that in every case at least one
concrete recommendation for the boy’s future treatment was
made. The observation skills of the Citizenship Training
Department workers operated here in the manner of diagnos-
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tic value in providing the probation officer with better
understanding of the boy and his individual problem.
V/hile it is recognized that the program is essentially
geared to the capacities of the boy of average intelligence
whose responses are quicker—the mentally retarded boy who
has ’’social intelligence” can also take his place in the
program. Often the difference in adjustment between a men-
tally retarded boy and one of normal intelligence is on the
basis of personality rather than that of intelligence quo-
tient. Again it must be realized that there are multiple
factors which comprise the ”total individual".
Case illustrations of boys on the sane level of intelli-
gence but in different social categories were presented in
order to give the reader a better picture of the cases
studied.
Approved
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Value of the program
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